1stVoice

1stVoice provides Dragon NaturallySpeaking voice recognition software and hardware, installation and training, ergonomic and adaptive equipment assessments; Dell reseller. 1stVoice assesses needs of the client, and provides integrated software, hardware, and training solutions. Nuance (Dragon) Application Solutions Provider certified since 1997. Our relationship with our clients is based on honesty, integrity, and customer service. Also: Quartet Environmental Control Systems, an assistive technology device that allows quadriplegics independent control of lights, fans bed controls, TV, DVD, and doors.

2nd Sight Visual Aids

2nd Sight Visual Aids provides Adaptive Technology to the Visually Impaired throughout Southern California. We offer an extensive line of Video Magnifiers including portable and desktop models from Enhanced Vision Systems (Handheld Color Max), Freedom Vision’s (QuickLook, Prisma, Prisma LCD, & Eclipse), Optelec’s (ClearView+ CRT, LCD Desktop Models, The ClearNote, & Compact+ Handheld Magnifier), as well as our own line of (Adaptive Reading Caddies). 2nd Sight also provides sales, service, and training on Computer Systems and all Adaptive Software. Our goal is to provide each client with the best product, reliable service, and a concern in fitting their individual and unique needs. Estimates, Bids, and Referrals provided upon request.

A & E Low Vision Products

A&E Low Vision Products is the exclusive distributor of the Enhanced Vision CCTV product line for northern California. A&E provides on site (work or school) or home product evaluations and training by staff location throughout northern California. Enhanced Vision is the #1 manufacturer of CCTVs and A&E Low Vision Products is the #1 CCTV distributor in northern California. We specialize in the following products: Merlin, Acrobat LCD, Pebble, Amigo, Flipper, Jordy, Nemo and Max CCTVs.

A.T. Kratter & Co., Inc.

A.T. Kratter & Company, Inc. is a full service sales, support, and training company providing the most current technology available for people with the full range of visual impairment, and for those with a variety of learning disabilities. Serving the community since 1983, we have a store in Garden Grove, Orange County. We offer the largest selection of video magnifiers (CCTVs) available in the area, custom designed computers, and other specialized hardware and software available for people with visual and reading disabilities.
A1 Productivity Products

We provide software, hardware, headsets and training on Recognition systems. We are authorized for Dragon Naturally Speaking, Microsoft Voice Recognition and MacSpeech. We have been training people for the past 16 years. We help them use speech recognition to overcome Carpal Tunnel, Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI), Vision Impairments, Truncated digits or limbs, and to increase productivity.

About Low Vision, Inc.


Access Ingenuity

Access Ingenuity provides assistive technology solutions and services to meet the needs of individuals, employers, and institutions throughout California. We offer work-site evaluations, product sales, system integration, and training for people with visual impairments, physical disabilities, learning disabilities, and hearing impairments. We carry a wide variety of assistive technology devices, backed by a highly experienced staff with over 30 years experience in the assistive technology field.

Access Language Connection

Access Language provides Sign Language Interpreters for individuals who are Deaf/Hard of Hearing.

Access Technology Solutions

Provide computers, software, training, and assessments for blind, low vision, and disabled individuals. Zoomtext, Openbook, Kurzweil, JAWS, J-Say, Dragon software, Laptops, Desktops, Topaz CCTVs, Humanware CCTV Extend, VXI Headsets, Optilec ClearView, Braille Note/displays, LDC monitors, Scanners, Printers, Duxbury, ONYX, PAC MATE, Topaz, Scan and Talk, Apple MAC, Toshiba, Dell, XP Pro/Vista, Microsoft software, Computer repairs, etc.
Adaptive Technology Services

Providing computer technology, and career and employment development services to people who are blind or visually impaired.

AdaptiveVoice

CDesk by AdaptiveVoice is a stand-alone, all inclusive software program for low vision, blind, and senior users that enables access to the most used functions of the computer. CDesk is a single program with six individual applications, CDesk Word Processing, Contact Management (contact list, address book), Email, Document Scanning/Reading with Voice read back using existing scanner and Skype Audio/Video Integration. All CDesk applications are Voice-Enabled, shortcut key accessible, use High-Contrast/Large Print Fonts with user-controlled magnification. Training videos included within the CDesk application and CDesk Remote Support screen sharing capability for support and training.

American Thermoform Corporation

American Thermoform Corporation was established in 1962, and is a leading manufacturer and distributor of products for the Blind and Visually Impaired. We carry Braillo & Index Braille Embossers; Braille Paper in continuous, single-sheet and roll formats; Thermoform Braille Duplicators; Swell-form Tactile Graphics Machines; Duxbury and Dolphin Translation Software; Labeling Material, in addition to many other products for the Blind. Recently, American Thermoform Corporation formed ATC Low Vision, which provides CCTV's, Portable Video Magnifiers and Software for the Visually Impaired.

Beverly Warner

Multi line vendor for visual impairment and learning disability products. Provide sales, installation, training, site evaluation, and consulting.

California Office Furniture

- Assistance in finding the best Ergonomic Task Chairs and Keyboard Systems.
- We offer “to try” chairs so that you can actually sit in the chair at your workstation before you purchase the product.
- Office Furniture for all kinds of business including custom up and down desks.
- Showroom with over 40,000 square feet.
- Located downtown at the corner of 10th Street & R.
- Local leader in the sales and service of Office Furniture since 1960.

Caminar Jobs Plus

Provide labor market survey reports to DOR counselors upon request.
Center for Accessible Technology

The Center for Accessible Technology (CforAT) provides computer and technology access for people with disabilities. We provide individual assessments of computer adaptations, along with other information and communications technology evaluations. We provide set up and training, troubleshooting, and do workshops on various assistive technology topics. We also provide assessments of websites for accessibility.

Central Cost Assistive Technology Center of United Cerebral Palsy of San Luis Obispo

Central Cost Assistive Technology Center of United Cerebral Palsy of San Luis Obispo (CCATC) is an assistive technology center staffed by full time occupational therapists who specialize in assistive technology and ergonomics. CCATC regularly serves individuals and businesses in San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura counties.

Clarity

Clarity is the leader in developing innovative, portable solutions for people with low vision. We recognize that people with low vision have extreme challenges to overcome and we feel that using a video magnifier should not be one of them. As a result, we strive to offer the easiest to use video magnifiers available. The Clarity lineup of video magnifiers includes the Lynx, Rio, DeskMate Duo, WinZoom, I-vu and other high quality products.

ClearVision

ClearVision is a provider of low vision technology and magnification products for the visually impaired. ClearVision offers innovative solutions for many types of vision impairment including: macular degeneration, glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, diabetic retinopathy, Stargardt's disease, and others. Products such as; the unique JORDY head borne device, the feature rich MERLIN LCD with deep and true colors, the flexible ACROBAT or FLIPPER, and the compact and portable PEBBLE, AMIGO & NEMO are valuable options which enable people to see objects at near, far, or in-between. ClearVision offers on-site (work or school) or in-home product evaluations and training. With more than 12 years of specialized low vision experience, ClearVision is committed to serve those with vision impairment and to help them remain independent with the assistance of low vision reading systems.

Compusult

Compusult has developed assistive technology and workplace adaptation products since 1993. These products allow persons with disabilities to effectively participate in most work environments. We specialize in speech technologies, automatic identification and workplace adaptation products.
Dancing Dots Braille Music Technology

Fostering inclusion in the classroom, studio and stage. Creating and adapting technology to benefit blind musicians and their educators since 1992. Scan printed scores, listen to results or convert to Braille music notation. Play your musical ideas into your PC. Convert to print notation, Braille score or audio CD. Import from PDF, Finale, Sibelius, etc., via MusicXML. Learn Braille music and any Dancing Dots technology via on-site or remote training.

Department of Rehabilitation, Mobility Evaluation Program

The Mobility Evaluation Program, a section of Department of Rehabilitation, provided driving and passenger assessments, driver training and follow-ups at vehicle modifiers for people with all types of disabilities. These evaluations are performed by a rehabilitation engineer, a licensed occupational therapist, and adaptive driving evaluators. Reasonable accommodations evaluations, conducted by a licensed occupational therapist, are also available for individuals with physical and mental disabilities. A report, detailing the recommended accommodation(s), will be completed within 30 days of the evaluation.

Eaton Interpreting Services, Inc.

We are a privately-owned, certified small business with the State of California and have been serving the unique and individual needs of Sacramento and the surrounding communities of Northern California since 1994. We have the mission to provide the most qualified sign language interpreters to facilitate communication between deaf, hard of hearing, deaf-blind, and hearing individuals. Settings we provide professional sign language interpreters for include: Staff Meetings, Conferences, Health Care, Social Services, Employment, Government, K-12 Education, Post Secondary Education, Vocational Rehabilitation.

Enhanced Vision System, Inc.

Enhanced Vision understands the challenges experienced when one is diagnosed with low vision. Whether it is Macular Degeneration, Glaucoma, Cataracts, Retinitis Pigmentosa, or Diabetic Retinopathy, we have a low vision solution. Our extensive line of low vision aids have helped thousands of people regain their visual independence by providing the ability to read, write, see loved ones, or enjoy the outdoors. We are able to achieve these extraordinary results by offering the most diverse and reliable line of low vision aids available.

Enablemart

Enablemart is a one-stop source for all assistive technology needs. We carry over 3000 products from over 200 manufacturers.
Enabling Technologies, Inc.

Enabling Technologies is the world’s leading manufacturer of a complete line of Braille Embossers for over 38 years. Our legendary “Romeo and Juliet” models are preferred by school systems, government agencies and all major Braille consumers worldwide. All of our embossers have an excellent reputation for quality and reliability and come with a one year factory warranty as well as unlimited toll free customer support. Please see our Video Demonstration on line at www.brailler.com.

EXAQ, Inc.

20 years of experience. Nuance NaturallySpeaking Gold Partner. Successful speech recognition solutions for all levels of job descriptions (line staff, managers, executives, and professionals) in both the private and public sectors. We provide all versions of Dragon NaturallySpeaking along with Professional Services Support; training, workflow integration and advanced productivity command development. Professional Services support is available on-site and via web remote desktop support for highly cost effective solutions statewide. On-site Dragon feasibility evaluations assist and document reasonable accommodation decisions. Integration Dragon and Screen Reader solutions.

EyeTech Low Vision Solutions, Inc.

John Wolfe of EyeTech Low Vision Solutions specializes in “Low Vision Technology” for the Visually Impaired, to help them remain independent with the assistance of Low Vision Reading Systems. Helping the legally blind for 18 years now, John Wolfe helps Rehab clients who are Visually Impaired to remain self-sufficient. Services offered are Low Vision Reading Systems, CCTV’s, with 16 different models to choose from. Featuring a wide range of options for home, office or school, with capabilities including Computer or TV compatible Systems, a new Portable Unit, and various B&W or Color stand-alone systems, & ZoomText Magnification Software. John patiently gives On-Site Training and provides clients with a home phone number also. Southern California Dealer for various CCTV Companies, including the Optelec “ClearView” line of CCTV’s. Knowledgeable, caring service is provided in Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Ventura, San Luis Obispo, and Kern Counties.

Freedom Scientific BLV Group LLC

Computer software and hardware for the blind, visually impaired and learning disabled.
**Freedom Vision, Inc.**

Freedom Vision specializes in desktop CCTVs, pocket-size and portable video magnifiers, laptop and PC compatible near and distance magnification cameras, scanner and auto-reading speech products including brand and product names such as: Optelec ClearView+19” and 22” LCD desktop CCTVs, Compact+, Compact mini, FarView, MultiView, ClearNote, and Traveler, MagniSight Journey, Strix 7” LCD portable CCTV, Student Addition and iDEX laptop-compatible magnification cameras, Mano pocket-size video magnifier, and Eye-Pal Solo and Eye-Pal Solo LV auto-reading speech appliances.

**Gary Polster**

Distributor of high tech magnifying equipment for the legally blind, including cctv's, computer magnifiers, and portable magnification systems.

**Gus Communication Devices, Inc.**

Computer hardware and software for people with Communication Disorders (speech disorders).

**Hearing/Communication/Technology**

Hearing/Communication/Technology (HCT) is a woman run sole proprietorship dedicated to creating environments for improved listening and access. HCT supports people with all degrees of hearing loss in the workplace, educational institutions, public venues, entertainment, and in the home. Laura Clark has been working in the field of hearing loss, counseling, assistive technology assessment and training, consulting, and workplace assessment for over 9 years. She also has an expertise in the Blind/Visually Impaired and hard-of-hearing population and their access needs. HCT also is a vendor for assistive technology.

**HumanWare USA Inc.**

HumanWare products are designed to last, grow, and in many cases go with the user, giving them the independence to compete effectively with today’s tools.

**Infogrip, Inc.**

Since 1986, Infogrip has been providing assistive technology, special education, and ergonomic products and training to Californians. We are experts in worksite evaluations for all types of disabilities as well as ergonomic workstations. Infogrip also provides complete workstation solutions for the blind and visually impaired and persons with learning and physical disabilities. We provide both PC and Apple computers configured with the hardware or software our clients require.
Innovative Rehabilitation Technology, Inc. (IRTI)

IRTI specializes in the development of reading, playback, publishing & web distribution tools for daisy talking books, scan and read, magnification and accessible electronic entertainment systems.

Janus Development Group, Inc. (SpeechEasy)

Janus Development Group is the manufacturer of SpeechEasy, a discreet anti-stuttering device. The custom fitted devices utilize digital technology and use delayed auditory feedback (DAF) and frequency altered feedback (FAF) to create the “choral effect”. The choral effect has been found to reduce stuttering in many people who stutter. There are 4 models to choose from, all of which fit inconspicuously in the person’s ear. SpeechEasy is dispensed through state-licensed and ASHA-certified Speech Language Pathologists who have also completed our certification program.

Jeff Symons Consulting

Assistive technology and ergonomic assessments are provided. I feel it is important to note that we do not sell any products and therefore can provide unbiased assessments and make recommendations for the most appropriate technology/equipment at the least cost.

Lange Consulting Services

Lange Consulting Services provides hardware/software installation, troubleshooting, support and training services to blind and visually-impaired individuals who use computers and assistive technology to enhance productivity in their vocational, educational and daily living activities. Supported assistive technology products include screen readers, screen magnifiers, Braille embossers, Braille displays, note takers and self-voicing optical character recognition packages. Home or site evaluations can also be performed to assess individuals’ assistive technology requirements.

Lighthouse for the Blind and Visually Impaired

The purpose of Adaptations the LightHouse store is to improve the quality of life for people living with vision loss by providing tools and information that enable people to live more self-sufficient, independent lives.
**Lisa Smolen and Associates**

Products for Visually Impaired, Blend, and Learning Disabled including: Kurzwell 1000 and Kurzwell 3000 scan/read (OCR) software for VI/B and LD, KNFB Reader and KReader portable (OCR) devices for VI/B and LD, Mobilespeak and Talks screenreader software for portable phones, Wayfinder Access GPS software for portable phones, Dragon Naturally Speaking voice recognition software, Zoomtext large print software, flatbed and sheet-feed scanners.

**National Telecommuting Institute, Inc.**

National Telecommuting Institute, Inc. (NTI) is an education, training and job matching organization pioneering the development telework jobs for Americans with disabilities. NTI prepares qualified individuals with disabilities primarily for work as customer service reps, but also technical support agents and medical transcriptionists.

**NorCal Services for Deaf and Hard of Hearing**

NorCal has seven offices serving Northeastern California and provides information and referral on deafness: Bookstore sells specialized equipment and devices, and provides consultation and training on that equipment; Communication Department provides sign language and intermediary interpreting, and real time captioning services; other services include literacy, supported employment, independent living skill instructions, advocacy and community education.

**NorthState Assistive Technology**

NorthState Assistive Technology is a provider of assistive technology (AT) for individuals with Low Vision, Blindness and Cognitive disabilities. NorthState AT offers innovative solutions for many types of vision impairment, including: macular degeneration, glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, diabetic retinopathy, Stargardt's disease, and others. In addition, NorthState AT is also the sole supplier in California of AbleLink software solutions for individuals with cognitive disabilities including Traumativ Brain Injuries. AbleLink Technologies Pocket Endeavor is an all in one solution software suite for PDA's and smartphones for individuals with TBI.

**Office Relief, Inc.**

We provide ergonomic equipment such as height adjustable tables, customizable chairs, wrist rests, keyboards, mice, document holders, glare filters, headsets and more. We also have access to distributors that carry equipment that may fall under other categories of products and services above.
**OVAC, Inc.**

Complete sales and support of adaptive products for the visually impaired, blind, and learning disabled. Products consist of computer systems, large print keyboards, software magnification (Zoom Text & IZoom), screen readers (JAWS), scan & read programs (Open Book & ABIsee), stand alone reading machines (SARA & SOLO LV) and desktop and portable CCTV's. Services include evaluations, training, and setup of adaptive equipment, computer upgrades and repair.

**Patrick Campbell**

We provide computer services, setup, systems integration, software and hardware configuration, troubleshooting, or problem solving for individuals and small businesses. Train on programs such as MS Office, Dragon Naturally Speaking, and other applications. We fix desktops, laptops, servers, printers, scanners and other hardware devices. Deal with all Windows operating systems. Provide support for email, web communications, Internet Explorer, and other adaptive hardware equipment and software used for computer purposes. Modifications, consulting and computer purchases.

**PC Mall Gov, Inc.**

PC Mall Gov, Inc., headquartered in Manassas, Virginia, is a rapid response supplier of technology solutions for government and educational institutions. PC Mall Gov offers more than 100,000 different products from companies such as, but not limited to, Apple, HP, and Sun Microsystems. The company makes these products available to federal agencies, state and local governments, and educational customers on a variety of contracts as well as through open market and procurement card purchases. With over 20 years of experience providing IT products, services, and solutions to the federal government, PC Mall Gov’s GMRI division is recognized as a leader in the information technology marketplace.

**PC Place**

Our focus revolves around sales service installation and tutoring for products and services for the sight impaired community. We perform complete computer repair services including those using screen access software and speech synthesizers. Our service includes installing and repairing both hardware and wireless networks and the installation, maintenance, and repair of e-mail clients.

**Prentke Romich Company**

Manufacture and sell Augmentative and Alternative Communication devices for Non-Verbal Clients.
Read Again

CCTV’s, Desktop and Portable. Computer Screen Access magnifiers and speech. Job site evaluations and consulting. Miscellaneous equipment, supplies and service including equipment repair.

Rehabilitation Engineering Technology (RET) Project

We offer a full range of AT and ergonomic services from initial evaluation through system configuration, set up, training, troubleshooting, and repair for people with physical, sensory, and cognitive disabilities. We can modify off-the-shelf equipment and design and fabricate custom solutions. We have an AT lab in San Francisco and gladly travel throughout the Greater Bay Area, Sacramento, and Northern California to a consumer’s home, school, or workplace. We are not a reseller and can offer a wide range of options from an unbiased perspective. Serving DOR since 1992.

RISE Interpreting

RISE Interpreting provides on-site American Sign Language Interpreters for communication access for persons that are Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing.

RL & Associates, Inc.

RL & Associates, Inc. is a full service assistive technology provider specializing in systems and services for blind and low vision users. Services include: work-site evaluations, assistive technology evaluations, installation, system integration and support. Assistive products include: computers, peripherals and accessories, scanners, video magnifiers, Braille devices, and software. RL & A is an authorized reseller of most major brands such as: Apple, HP, Sony, Microsoft, Adobe, GW Micro, Freedom Scientific, and AiSquared. RL & A also develops applications and provides Network support enabling them to easily integrate Assistive Technology products into mainstream work environments.

Rose Communication Services

Rose Communication Services provides training and consulting on a variety of technology and communication topics. If you are struggling to learn the applications on your windows based computer, we can assist you. We specialize in assisting visually impaired people with their technology and their daily living skills.

Saltillo Corporation

Saltillo Corporation manufactures and distributes augmentative communication products for non-speaking individuals. We specialize in portable devices for ambulatory individuals. Saltillo provides demonstrations and training for all of the products that we carry.
Sendero Group, LLC

Sendero Group sells and develops adaptive technology for the blind and visually impaired, including accessible GPS systems on several platforms.

Sensory Access Foundation

Blind or Visually Only: Comprehensive training, evaluation, customization, installation, etc. Technology services and job development & placement services. All Other Disabilities: Comprehensive job site evaluation, consulting and job development & placement.

Sharon’s Computer Consulting

My business consists of – Consulting, repairing PC’s and Laptops, building of PC’s, Data Recovery, training in all aspects of computer use, software, and specialized equipment, such as for the blind, disabled, learning problems, etc. I train disabled clients in various software, including Jaws, Dragon, and Kurzweil, along with computer instruction. I have worked with the California Department of Rehabilitation, Red Bluff branch, Chico branch, and some for the Redding Branch, with their disabled clients for over 10 years.

Society for the Blind

The mission of the Society for the Blind is to empower individuals who are blind or have low vision to live productively and independently by building confidence through training, tools, and mentorship.

Southern California Ergonomics

Provides ergonomic consulting services including individual on-site assessments prescribed by a treating physician or as preventive maintenance to ensure workplace safety and injury prevention. Services include evaluation, recommendations, ergonomic office and computer products equipment installation, and follow-up. Our products include comfortable ergonomic chairs, height-adjustable sit/stand tables, ergonomic keyboards, keyboard trays, mice, wrist rests, computer monitor stands, cordless telephones, telephone headsets, document holders, and footrests.

Southern California Low Vision Solutions

Southern California provider of Optelec USA electronic low vision devices, including the ClearView+ Desktop Video Magnifiers with Ultra Flexible Arm System, all portable, and hand held video magnifiers. Client service is the most important aspect of my function. Delivery, set-up, and training until the user is comfortable and proficient are my goals.
Spectra Concepts

Spectra Concepts distributes CCTV’s and reading devices for the visually impaired. Each client receives a free evaluation to determine if which device best suits them for use and abilities. We offer over 10 product lines and hundreds of solutions to the visually impaired.

Sterling Adaptives, LLC

Sterling Adaptives a full service assistive technology provider specializing in equipment and high quality services to individuals who depend on adaptive technology to achieve their goals. In addition to supplying a full range of adaptive equipment and mainstream technology we also provide services, including but not limited to; installation services, system integration, training, and support for job development & placement.

Sweetman Systems

We provide system integration, product installation, and customized configuration services for individuals with visual impairments. We provide Notetakers (BrailleNote, VoiceNote, Voice Sense, Braille Sense); Victor Reader Stream (DAISY/mp3/NISO Player); Book Sense; Dell Computer Systems; Scanners and Reading Systems (Kurzweil 1000 and Open Book); Global Positioning Systems (Sendero GPS and Trekker); Refreshable Braille Displays; Screen Access Software (JAWS and Window-Eyes); Braille Embossers; Duxbury Braille Translation Software; Screen Magnification Software (ZoomText and MAGic); worksite evaluations, and training tailored to the needs of the user.

Synergy Vision

Synergy Vision is a company that specializes in the sales and service of electronic visual aid equipment for people with vision impairments. We provide computer hardware and software, screen readers and magnifiers, new and used stationary and portable CCTVs, and a variety of different low vision accessories and support tools. We stand behind the products we carry by providing full Training and Rental programs as well as door to door delivery and setup services. Finally, our Service Center repairs, customizes, and services a variety of different systems from many different companies in order to ensure that each client is fully satisfied with their products. Some tools, accessories, and used equipment vary depending on availability. Synergy Vision currently services all areas of California with a focus on the Northern California counties.

Teri Darrenougue, Realtime Reporters

We provide captioning and CART (Communication Access Real Time) services for on-site meetings, classes and events. We use steno machines to write down what is spoken, and that is instantly transcribed into written text on our laptops. That text may be projected for the entire room to read or it can be read on our laptops or external computer monitor. A hard copy of the captioning text is available after the conclusion of the assignment.
The Low Vision Store LLC

The Low Vision Store represents the interests of the end user of our technology. We are not sales agents for any one brand of technology but are always searching for new and useful tools to assist our clients with their daily tasks. We represent many manufacturers.

TransAccess

TransAccess' computer access and job site evaluation services assist persons with disabilities and work-related injuries by identifying, evaluating, and training on the latest adaptive technology solutions to improve access to the computer for employment and educational opportunities. Our staff consists of masters-level occupational therapists with over 10 years experience in the field of assistive technology, ergonomics, and job site evaluations. Clients can test adaptive keyboards and alternative input devices, voice recognition, head pointing systems, and ergonomic equipment.

US Computers, Inc.

Founded in 1997, dedicated to help Vocational Rehabilitation Professionals and disabled people in customizing products. Provide solutions for Visual impairment, movement impairment, back impairment, quadriplegic, hearing impairment, vocal & psychological impairments, orthopedic, neurological, PTSD, Learning disability. Reseller for Dell, HP-Compaq, Acer, Toshiba, Lenovo, also provide Apple. Service entire California. On-site setup/evaluations/training, Kurzweil, JAWS, MAGic, Read & Write, ClassMate, J-Say, CCTVs, Merlin, Acrobat, LCD, Pebble, Amigo, Flipper, Jordy, Nemo, Trekker, Braille Embossers/Printers, Computer Screen Using Synthetic Speech, PDA's/smart phones, Adjustable desks, ergo chairs, dragon naturally speaking, Big Keys/One-handed keyboard, Switches, Trek Desk, TrackerPro, Qualispeak, ChatterVox, Clarity-phones, Pocket communicator, Quicktionary, Classmate Reader, Quicktionary, TS-translator.

VisionCue

VisionCue primarily sells assistive technology for people that are blind or visually impaired. Products include ALVA Braille displays, screen-readers such as HAL, screen enlarging software such as iZoom and Lunar and electronic low vision products for Optelec including the ClearView+, Compact+ and Farview as well as products from Low Vision International including the Student Addition and Zip.

VisionTech Solutions

Blind and low vision equipment and technology. Supplying software, CCTV’s, and variety of items that are designed specifically for blind and low vision individuals.
Vision Technology, Inc.

Vision Technology’s pursuit of innovative design has led the company to the forefront of the low vision industry. We offer 2X magnification allowing individuals with the beginning stages of low vision the benefit of these products; as well as those needing higher magnification. VTI manufacturers desktop, portable and distance-viewing CCTVs.

Visual Aid Services, Inc.

Visual Aid Services features over 25 years of knowledge and experience in the Low Vision industry. We offer a variety of services that include, but are not limited to (1) Sales of new or refurbished equipment (including a free, no obligation demonstration at the customer’s home or business); (2) Repairs, enhancements, and/or custom adjustments to currently owned equipment; (3) Service calls; (4) Technical consulting and support; (5) Spare parts and accessories (i.e., handheld magnifiers, lamps, tables, etc.); and (6) Equipment rental. Our commitment to serving our customers helps them perform daily activities such as reading labels and price tags at stores, writing checks to pay bills, reading literature, and viewing pictures of their loved ones in full color. Our greatest source of satisfaction comes from achieving our Company’s Mission: “To help our customers improve their daily lives and regain independence by providing the best customer service, the best visual equipment, and the best industry options available for all of their reading and writing needs.” Some accessories and used equipment vary depending on availability. Visual Aid Services currently serves all areas of California with a focus on the Southern California counties.

Vocational Resource Services, Inc.

We provide adaptive and assistive equipment for re-sale, evaluation, and training. We have been in business for 26 years and have worked with disability areas that include: blind, low vision, orthopedic, neurologic, TBI, PTSD, learning disabled, and personality disorders. We provide reasonable accommodation, ergonomic evaluations, training in voice input (Dragon NaturallySpeaking), ZoomText, J-Say, JAWS, and adaptive technology. We sell low vision magnifiers, glasses, CCTVs, and ergonomic chairs, electric sit/stand workstations, medical equipment, wheelchairs, computers, keyboards (one-handed, if needed) split or detachable, mice, etc. We will also assemble and/or install the items at the worksite or home. We also provide TBI / PTSD classes for cognitive re-training. We provide vocational evaluations, Functional Capacity Evaluations, Work Evaluations, Physical Tolerance Assessment, Academic Testing, and Work Hardening. We also have programs for computer training to learn general training or voice input with low vision. We can test typing / keyboarding words per minute.

Voice Solutions

For over 10 years, Voice Solutions has provided adaptive computer products and services to state and federal governmental agencies, the Department of Rehabilitation, police
departments, professionals, universities, students of all ages, and individuals throughout the country. Voice Solutions works with you to develop a strategic solution for your particular needs; including delivery, installation, training and support. We look forward to working with you to ensure your success from start to finish.

**VoiceTeach LLC**

VoiceTeach provides evaluations, training, and support for speech recognition. VoiceTeach is the creator of VoicePower, a patent pending technology that makes speech recognition much easier for new users, provides a powerful and complete set of features and commands not available in any other speech application, and satisfies all the needs of advanced users while providing the hands-free productivity that users need.

**Words Plus, Inc.**

Words Plus provides Alternative Communication and computer access for the non-verbal and those who are unable to access a computer using a standard keyboard and mouse.

**Working Wardrobes**

We provide career development services including one-on-one assessments and follow up, resume creation and critique, interview preparation and financial literacy. We also provide job training for the customer service sector including retail, hospitality, banking, call centers, and entertainment industries. In addition to our career development services, we provide professional wardrobe services. Clients receive the assistance of a trained personal shopper in selecting 2-3 complete professional outfits and accessories in order to prepare them for a successful job interview. Please note that we have successfully provided services to Department of Rehabilitation clients for over 7 years.

**Zephyr-TEC**

Speech Recognition Software and Training.